Web Services

Service Adjustments

**Base URL:** http://api.thebus.org/serviceAdjustmentsJSON/?key=API_key

**Request parameters:**

*API_key* - API registration number

**Response fields:**

*timestamp*
The timestamp that the API response is created. Time is in epoch time (i.e. number of seconds since January 1<sup>st</sup> 1970 UTC)

*cancellation*
List of service adjustments cancellation

*cancellation:tripDate*
Trip date in YYYYMMDD format

*cancellation:gtfsTripId*
Trip ID in GTFS trip.txt

*cancellation:startTime*
Start time of the canceled portion of the trip. Time is in epoch time (i.e. number of seconds since January 1<sup>st</sup> 1970 UTC)

*cancellation:endTime*
End time of the canceled portion of the trip. Time is in epoch time (i.e. number of seconds since January 1<sup>st</sup> 1970 UTC)
Schema:

```json
{
    "title": "Service Adjustment",
    "type": "object",
    "properties": {
        "timestamp": {
            "type": "integer",
            "description": "The timestamp that the API response is created. Time is in epoch time (i.e. number of seconds since January 1st 1970 UTC)"
        },
        "cancellation": {
            "type": "array",
            "items": {
                "type": "object",
                "description": "Canceled service information of the trip",
                "properties": {
                    "tripDate": {
                        "type": "string",
                        "description": "Trip date in YYYYMMDD format"
                    },
                    "gtfsTripId": {
                        "type": "string",
                        "description": "Trip ID in GTFS trip.txt"
                    },
                    "startTime": {
                        "type": "integer",
                        "description": "Start time of the canceled portion of the trip. Time is in epoch time (i.e. number of seconds since January 1st 1970 UTC)"
                    },
                    "endTime": {
                        "type": "integer",
                        "description": "End time of the canceled portion of the trip. Time is in epoch time (i.e. number of seconds since January 1st 1970 UTC)"
                    }
                }
            }
        }
    }
}
```